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What I do…



Coming in June 2016 

techvshuman.com 
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Understanding exponential change

Take X and add:  
- Smart 
- Cloud 
- AI



Literally everything is becoming connected



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

From broadcasting to connecting (‘broadbanding’)

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-fix/wp/2015/03/24/the-future-of-journalism-in-1-sentence/

“Digital journalism is moving from a broadcasting model to a connecting one. One big thing we’ve all learned:  Broadcasting isn’t the same as connecting. 

Broadcasting can create awareness. But connecting people can create engagement and change. Connecting involves an invitation to participate in something”  

Jason Goldmann, White House First Chief Digital Officer

@gleonhard



DWave quantum computer (Google / NASA)



All content is moving into the cloud (where we access it via mobile devices)



(All)



MSFT Hololens  Video

Media Futures: Holographics, AR & VR 



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

… it’s all about visuality



From websites 
to apps to 
messaging  
to IDAs 
(intelligent 
digital 
assistants) 
and bots



Mobile First 

AI  
First



“The capability of a machine 
to imitate intelligent human 
behaviour” 

John McCarthy, who coined 
the term in 1955, defines it as  
"The science and engineering 
of making intelligent 
machines"





(All)The Global Brain is coming



How much do you believe in technology?

https://personality-insights-livedemo.mybluemix.net/ 

https://personality-insights-livedemo.mybluemix.net/


Software is cheating the world ?   
(riffing off Marc Andreessen) 



With great power comes great responsibility



With great power comes great responsibility



Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years





So what will humans do?





Marketing as interruption is dying



We are going from products to services to experiences
… and great experiences need great content to tell great stories





Content  
Marketing for  
Experiences



Stop interrupting what 
people are interested in 
- become what people 
are interested in! 
(David Beebe, Marriott)



“Advertising is the alchemy of technology and creativity”  
*Maurice Levy in Adweek March 21



▪ Digitization 

▪ Disintermediation 

▪ Mobilisation and 

Screenification 

▪ Intelligization (AI/IA) 

▪ Automation 

▪ Virtualization (aka Cloud) 

▪ Anticipation, Prediction 

▪ Augmentation (+VR) 

▪ Robotization 

▪ (Re)-Humanization

“ations” that will totally change both ‘content’ and marketing 10



Humarithms

Algorithms 



  

ALGORITHMS 

Explicit, verified data feeds, ‘facts’ 

STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Math 

Track and monitor as much as possible 

Knowledge, Data, Information

HUMARITHMS 

Unsaid, assumed, conscious, holistic, sentient 

HECI: Humanity,  Ethics,  Creativity,  Imagination 

Engage only with what matters 

Imagination, Intuition, Emotion



Anything that can be digitised + automated, will be…



#AIFutures:   
is my job  

toast, as well?



Anything that cannot be digitised or automated will become extremely valuable 



Content creators: move above what APIs, robots and basic AI will do



Body Level One 
Body Level Two 
Body Level Three 

Keyword: non-routine



“The future masters of technology will have to be light-hearted  
and intelligent. The machine easily masters the grim and the dumb”  

Marshall McLuhan



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Images via http://thebaffler.com/salvos/the-meme-hustler and Mark S Fisher

Ginni  
Rometty  
CEO, IBM 

2014 

“Big business decisions will be made not by experts or 
intuition but by big data and predictive analytics”

http://thebaffler.com/salvos/the-meme-hustler


The human story matters more than the data!



Are you on Team Human?



If or how ☯ Why 

Volume ☯ Purpose 

Computing ☯ Being 

Answers ☯ Questions 

Big Data ☯ Big Human 

Information ☯ Imagination



“Science and technology revolutionise our lives  
but memory, tradition and myth frame our responses” 
Arthur Schlesinger



Human …not really human



http://mollymcleod.com/wallpapers/

‘Being in the moment’ is a human necessity 



Embrace technology  - but don’t become it!



Networked - Intelligent - Human !



“Tomorrow 
belongs to 
those who 
can hear it 
coming” 
David Bowie
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Thanks for your time! 
Download these slides at Futuristgerd.com
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